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ABSTRACT

This paper describes procedures used by the author
in analyzing data obtained from observation of a 9-day fourth-grade
social studies unit developed by the Washington University Social
Studies Curricului Project. Analysis included the development of a
chart, showing the structure of each lesson from two teachers' lesson
plans. The actual sequence of events was then compared with the
chart, and the two teachers' classroom procedures were compared.
Results of the study will be incorporated into the author's doctoral,
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Sequence of Innovative Lessons Taught in an Elementary School
ClaSsroom." (RT)
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and it hall years ago, as a student in

Tiro

as

Smith's seminar "The-Classroom

a Social

Dr. Louis

-

System," L was

asked. tO..carty out a participant -observation study of a school

claeirOom.
since in_

to

make _such- a Study excited

The -opportunity- to

the

observe_

process, of carrying out that:

and analyze the teaching. of' a

-Create- 'the

previous summer.

Sat? 'it

As I

'Simply, to collect .field ,notes, -to

notes,

the field

would help

to

and

task

unit

I. would 'be, able

had helped'

then, my job was'

write ,a _narrative, based on

develop. concepts

and

hypotheies that

in, the

explain- the events .observed and desCribed'

narrative.

taihat2I

knOW at that: -time. was that -the

observations I was going to Make_ would.provide me with -data

that.

I Would.

spend more

,procedures Were
ClasstOota of

the

city

I went into the 4th grade-

simple:

8001

where 'the

-carrying tapeiirecorder and note pad.

recorder

to collect

of who was doing
In. the -eveningi I
details

'in

data.-

the speaking
listened-

and what,

to

That,,

mimeographed

c011ection' phase.

This

L turned On the

I

tape

did 'by

by

treat

events were occurring.

the tape-recordings and -added'

my riotebOOk that my :hand was

lesson, plans

unit was piloted

the dialogue, and in -my- notes kept

Collect during craSii.

the data

analyzing.

than two' years

in

'not fast enoUgir to

addition

the

to

niy picking,

curriculum project,

The ,next ,stepWas to

writing- a

narrative of each

while doing SO, Ifr,-considered what

up

-constituted'

analyze the

1080,,

and

things, of significance were

2

going

On.

Thole

things. Were described at a more

.abstract,

theoretical level, creating statements that Zetterberg, (1965)

has called propositions, statements that "relate variates (Or
concepts) to each other" (p. 64).

For example, in my narrative

of the first lesson observed I noted that the pilot teacher,

Mr. Phillips, made

a

decision to share the job of reading the

text with the students.

I also noted in the narrative that Mr.

PhillipS frequently intervened in their reading- to -correct the

to

student'S -pronotinCiatiott.-of--worde and

meaning of
happened- so

This seemed

the -WOrds.

discuss with them the

significant

because it

often- that day, -many times, shifting the topic. Of

the discussion away from. the ,story- itself.-

In

analyzing those

Phenomena I prOceeded to compare his reading_ of the

Lesson

14 with the second pilot teacher, Mr. ,Miller's,

Of interventions- when he

noted that

same,

text in-

in each lesson

alone
not

Use

read the text in LesiOnl.8._

all of

the interventiOns

I

Were the

that _some ,'seemed to interrupt: the .cotitinUity :Of the-otory,

Whereas' otheri, did, not.

Those that interrUpted, 1 called

interruptive interventions; those that
along- interventioils.,

not, I called- MOveo.

'Then-, using an ,approaCh suggested by Smith

& Goeffrey, (1968, pp.

Variables ,could

did

14,15)9

I attempted

to

determine. what

be cOnsidered, antecedent 'variabled to each kind

of intervention, and

which variables

could

be

considered
4k-

consequences of them.

'The determinants

the difficulty of

-3-

the

materials for

students,

the

the teather s diagnOsis

of

the

difficulty of the. materials:, and the -teacher's standards for-

acceptable student performance -- and' .the consequences - -pace,

attentiveness,

and'

by the field-notes

and

tape-recordett data (Solomon,, 1968, 1970)-4

which

The seminar paper, (Solomon, 1968)
as those.

above,

were. all .suggested

achievement of : objectives

seemed

to

included

'Ouch-ideas

Louis Smith and -other faculty members

at Washington University to be a 'paper that could be expanded -upon

to be My disSertatiOn.
:same data,- and.

end of. what

job has

,Since

then,../

now, finally, i feel convinced

has been

a very _long

taken -So long is7

tunnel.

that there-

rules on participant studies in the
Out of my

have been

'two and

a half

are

-tearuilyzin&

the-

see light at the

Part of the relation the
very few how- to -do -it

classroom.1

years of

challenging, sometimes

exhilerating, often frustrating experiences of working with
my data, I feel I have developed an

has much

promise. This

approach

to the data that

approach I would like to 'share so that,

if others decide to do a study like the one I have' been doing,
they could avoid' at least a few of those dead-end Streets where

I now

see

I spent too much. time.

1Since I completed the seminar 'paper in 1968, a book by
Glaser and Strange -(1968) and papers' by Smith & Pohiand (1969)
and ,Smith

-44 Brock. (1-970) were written. Those readings are useful
for the -cIaltiroom partiCiPant' observer.
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-Sabre

I

do-Scribe my procedure,

'about, the context of the-.study.

The-unit observed weir one deVelOped

Social

by, the Washington University

a few Words are in order

Studies CurriCulUm Project,

.a project directed by Harold -Bei lak and TimOthy Tomlinson.,
unit, like others..of their _prOject,

centers

about

characters- who in- a.stot7 -become 'involved in
issue that students

,studYing

with. The particular

a

time

the

called, Semyon

absorbed

organization

so

much, of

his

of,

which le was a- Member.

the. teacher's; .guides, the students.

'plans found

in the cleiiiies studying. the

PiOneer -group

'Russian :boy;

grades suffered, leading him into serious

problems with the -Pioneer
AcCOrding, -tO'

a public policy

unit I obserVed was concerned .mainly with

-draliit writing, hobby

that .his school

as set of-

.also 'come to grapple,

the unit

-ficticious, fourteen year old

Goncharov, whose

That

unit -woad rote play Semyon

members and in

the process

would

come to

and the

deal With

the 'tissue 'of how Much, Conformity is it legitimate for a _group to
demand' of

its

_members.

I. Wei present for ,ali but one of
unit laited".

As -a

'the

nine

days that the

result of the data collection activities

had a set of lessOn.,platis,

tape - recordings, transcripts based

on the tape-recordings.,

and field: notes- for an. entire unit,

fro* beginning,

I also :had

to ,end.

who observed the

set of notes. taken by-others

same set of lessons, :including notes written by

those who taught --the lessons.

on interests 'led Me toward
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lessons developed,

,desCribing- how the

I Worked_

with

one after another,_ and as

the data, .1 became particularly- interested in

-relating lessons as'

'taught 'to lessons as-

the lesson plans Suggested

they be taught, and in relating lesson to lesson:
Typically, each of my -chapters that analyses a _lesson

with a. "how
Which was,

the- lesson-was supposed to

'begins-

be taught" section,

then followed by a section on how' the lessen- actually

was taught:.
The,""hoW the leisort was supposed- to-be taught"

basically

an analysis Of the

interpretation

of

the objectivies..

aspects., -WO 'as Grobman

Mager,' (1962) and

with

an

The interpretation had tWO-

(1968)- hes suggested:

the-Objeetives' -in--operational
Robert

lesson. plans. 'beginning

section is

terms,

a

paraphrasitg

an .approach advocated= by

also a paraphrasing of:

-the

objectives

using .concepts .suggested 'by _the' cOgtiitiVe, and .affective

handbooks

_of the Taxonomx,of Educational -Objectives (Bloom, et. al. '1956
and--Kratwohl,

et.al., 1904)..

by 'operationaiizing

deterMine

the -objectives: more :precise

them- assists one in

,cbjectiveg 'were realized.

_Bloom and KratwOhl

_Making

asiessing

Moreover, 'by-

suggest in their

stating them in terms

tatorminies, one

relationihips among Objectives,

can be considered -pterequieite to

Whether' those

is led-

to

-which objectives

--which other ones. Analysis

Of

lesion plant involves. hot. Only interpretation 'of objectives; it

also

involves

describing *hat strategies

the curriculum writers

.

offer for. accomplishing-

particular

their

objectives.

lesson plan could' be

into chart, form, indicating

I

found-that a

translated 'Without

diffieUlty

structure to the leason, a,,etruce

tune of implicit assumptions of- hypothesized relationthips'
The

among-Objectives and* strategies.

the structure of 'assumptions, .resting

following chart illustrates

behind

the

lesson plan for

the final lesson, of the 'Unit:
INSERT FIGURE 1

Charting out the lesson as is _suggested here is not just

an intellectual exercise: It is ,e_praCtical-Wdy of raising
penetrating. .questions of

data

from the previOut

the- ObserVation, data. For example,

in gaining- the' coMpetencies to have

lessons suggests

that.

'been

achieved in those

the-positions that the stUdenti

at T5 woUld'.probably be unrealistic, revealing

with, either

:SiamyOti or the Other

given the fact Of

fai/ure:

lessons- indiCating much Student

Pioneer group

take

little empathy

Members:. Also,

a perceptive teacher, knowledge of student

weaknesses -in

those' areas suggests the question of what

Mr. Miller do

'in

occured

in

thits lesson

to compensate

the earlier lesions.

carefully,. it becomes.

will

for 'problems that

If we; look at. the chart

apparent that there are many

questions that could be suggested:

other

for example, will the

analogies cause students to modify their positions? Which

FigUre 1.

INPUTS

PROP=
BY TEACHER

is LESSON
(STRATEGIES

IN LESSON
PLAN)

(OBJECTIVES

STUDENT
COGNATIVE
BEHAVIOR

IN LESsON
PLAN)

1
.

.1111

Teacher
structures
a role-

take postace,
state arguments to
defend
positiOn.

T5

T6

T7

tions.

to modiPPei-

) are able

Students

2:

lObjective

to chal-

uses
analogies
.

play Pio-

lenge
student
,positions

T4

Objective 2
Students

neer meeting,
saki; what
should we do?

Teacher

Chart revealing the implicit structure of assumed inputs and outputs for

Read text
"The Link

Meets

Aggn"

T3

sary.

prObably neces-,

ous, that some
sanctions are

with the group
is more :seri-

group, that
his Situation

Understand
Semyon,,failed

Objective. I

the final lesson of the Russia Unit.

with

Enipath

comesracus

Semyon

STUDRIT

GAINED IN

t

with

PREVIOUS
LESSONS NEEDED

FOR pis ow.

Pionee
group
T12

analog-Lei- will be most potent in doing so?

How do We account
Obviously,_

for the ,greater _potency of some than Of others?
many :other- questioni are suggested" -by the chart.

Once the anitlysiS Of the lesson

,p/an: ii _completed, raising

a set -Of questions about which_ the investigator

will

concern

himself, it is then. time to :perfOrm the much more complex job

of analyzing the data., A first step
is that of desicribing

the

in

phenomena observed.

responsibility to _make the descriptiOn

as potiible.

In so

perfOrming

doing,

as

I

that

Following

-concepts.

the description of

that the teacher

took,

a

accurate and vivid

from

the

the-reader would be able to

examine_ my iinterpretations of the data and raise

the adequacy of the

teak

have felt'

_many lengthy-quotations

transcripts were provided so

that

questions

'about

and _propositiOne-proposed.

a particular- activity

or tactic

I then attempted to- conceptualize what

wait -happening, using concept- labels of my own or those of ,other

investigators if

they had a good :fit to my _data.]' _An, important

aspeCt Of the conceptualizations 'I _made is, that they Were

influenced by the lesson plan.

For

Plan provided criteria for

phenomena

to

in

one things_ the lesion

the interpretations_ of the data.

plans- indicated -to me that

analysis of

should

be attended

For example, the lesson
the social structure

of

the classroom was of 'lest interest, to me in this study

1

An excellent

source,

of concepts is Hyman (1960.

9

:thãâ wee analysis O how students respond to teacher: ,state-

ments and how the teacher reacts

to -student.

resPonsfee.

'IsecOnd' influence of the 14800 :plan, was' that in the !Propositions
developed

objectives. ofi. _the: le880ne were included

8Ont the

variables,, usually among the dependent_ variables. Third,
special attention, was alsb. fOCUse& on Whether: what the teacher
did corresponded _to- what 'one-wouid expect .frOM the lesson plan
and' ,what,*OnseqUetiCes

resulted from

attention WaS- also given 'to student :stateniente to, see -Whether
they indicated accomplishment

leagOnrobjeCtiVes.

In. the final lesson of the ,utiity, Or fexample, it- was. nOted
that Mr; Miller used

relatively

feW, anAlOgies.

Instead,. :he

used. 'hypothetical cases that :iihoWed-Se,.;.on behaving: in, a Manner

-parallel to 'his tallure. to

,perfOrm 'Weil: _in :8001, in eaOh',CaSe

of which his behavior resulted in -harm: to others of his 'PtOneer
group. Such cases,: it 'WO found, seeined, to have the Same effect

as analogies Were supposed to'

'Students did: modify their

-pOittions; yet tailyi4 of, student statements indicated that the
'hypothetical' cases caused- ,changed- positions because the- ,students

recognized the horrible consequences of Sea4yOttle 'behaviOr in' those

;Mies, -- loss of an important
for Sezyon!

friend_

basketball game

and a, broken leg

becauie they- grasped _how the 'link'

felt toward Semyont-s _poor schoolwork, as lesion one indicated'

Was one intent of the lessOn;

10
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Analysis of the transcript* and field notes indicated

that Mr.
plan.

taller did many things

For examp/e,,

tet ipeCified by

,reacted

charaCterized n -Joy

stance

Such-

,otitiOnent.

leision

'he made much ,use, of' 'humor, he ',presented

his hypothetical. cases. In suck's:Way

having a plot,. he

the

as to

create

a' stOrY,

to student statements assuaging
paPer

as- 'the -tokk Of_thestrolk

behaViors.hatillich,

influence

on

the Way the

lesson. 'developed, and -by' describing thole, behaviors and
their

hypothelized: antecendents' and Cetisequenees-, the reader.

tware-of

becomes
in

complex inter-6play--of *Ovate

:in the

a way that examination Of the lessoa:.plan- dOes' nOt even :Suggest.
At this

worcit

al/.
am

4nd,

such

Who have

point, the qUeStion-might be 'railed,. IS sUch,-iliuilysis

the effort? 'Of what value

are,luch stildiel as the

desoribingt There are, three,eudientesa

study' of

,great _interest:. First, there_ Ere' he
,

beer: or will eventually

Elementary Sehool

Studies:POO:let Curriculum,'

taught by these- PeOPle who

use

'in

have developed

with-cenCept* and

aware, of

the greater complexity involved

than

'lesilon -plans

the

may _help

suggest:

teachers develop -a'

They will

a Unit was

the-unit.

They viii

-hypot4eses, -that 'they might

teaching.

Interpreting their own

teachers

teach the Washington University

find' 'in such a study a.viVid -descriptiOn Of' hoW

also be -presented

that might Well

They Would also. beceine

in teaching_

Reading' such a Study

the materials

as- this one

functiOnal, technical vocabulary and

ii
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be able

in

to

construe. classroom eventS 'in'

146-7) has atiggeited

ways that: :Philip Jacks Oct ,(1968;

teachers typically

-do, not

do- At

their complexities,

present.-

A second audience is the. curriculum writing

'Such,

project itself._

utiliZe the

for

an audience might not

'hypotheses- developed, and

Modifications Of the

thA stOry of, the unit as
that wOult-enable theiu, to

investigator

uniti

staff Of

the'

only be libl,e:to

specific

recommendations,

in. reading the -desicriptiOn,

but

taught*, they will have :food

think of -modifications

fOr thought

that thiti

did. not think Of a * study hat- Ailayed' SuCh:

a. role as, a formative evaluation document, 'helping -Make, pOsiiible,

a superior, unit.:
the' study may 'he,research COmMUnity.

Several

Of interest

concepts andlippotheles deVelOped

in -this study could be made, ,racire

ii.tudiet! that

'precise

Would' nerd -in Oni similar phenomena- in

-comparative analysis

'to thOlie -in -the

different _settings:, using

in the Manner- suggested-1y

(1968). For example-4 different Ways'
different,

teacher -Styles of reaction,

,analOgiel

could

Glaser and Strauss

of presenting,. analogies and
to student :responses, _to

be explored in different classrooms.

The goal

!Could' be -conCeptualixation and -clarifiCatiOn of theory,

-a- step

to precede Verificational -studies.

The approach

just described :requires: much investment Of -time

and: energy in the,_etudy of a

-single

classroom.; It 'is

12

-obvious'

that this approach 'atone does not constitute an adequate
methodology for an evaluation of a curriculum, etipeCially a
suminative ,evaluation.

Even in the study, of a single

the. approach I 'have, used could be
base,

strengthened by a.

extended- to include student paPers,

self-retiorts: By confining Iteeif .te one.

.c1aSsrOinn

larger- data

interVievs, add, Other

41essitomi -a study Of the_

'kind' described. here is clearly 4nikkii7copritte as an evaluation
,how, a unit ,fUnctionii i a stottil,:SChOO/ diStrict1 'let ,alone the

nation. 'Ye t not. 41.

need: ha*pe, such ,grand 1.0018., Studies

like this, one have great power in suggesting ideas, about- the
-complexities and dySatic 'proceSies in claeirocnii8, and_As: I

have found enable' One -to,gain an insight intd-the artistic aspects,
of 'teaching, that SiStier- (1963), hat ix:steel:has 8o often been neglected.
If one sharei With Stake (1967), the 1,iotiOn, that '"the ptirpotie
EK100ational evaluation', is ,eicpOSitorp,

to acquaint, the audience

with the workings of ,Certain educators end' their leittnera; *oft,

100 5)" to tell that ,happened, roffering, as

1:Kinds ideas useful in

modifying educational, -prOgranukt, the approach' SUggeited here
would seem to have -Much power.
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